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Message from the Chair
By John P. Markovs
Welcome to Ocean City, Maryland for MSBA’s Annual Conference! The Litigation Section enjoyed another successful
year with six outstanding trial practice programs: (i) One Day
Boot Camp Trial Training for Young Lawyers - “Anatomy of
a Trial” (November 21, 2014, co-sponsored with Litigation
Institute for Trial Training of the American Bar Association,
American College of Trial Lawyers - MD Chap., Federal Bar
Association - MD Chap., and MSBA CLE Department); (ii)
Fourth Circuit Court Impact Decisions (March 14, 2015, cosponsored with the Federal Bar Association - MD); (iii) Recent
Impact Decisions of the Maryland Appellate Courts (March
19, 2015); (iv) Evidence, Experts and Exhibits – Building and
Supporting a Complex Construction Case (March 20, 2015, cosponsored with the Construction Law Section); (v) Practicing
in the Maryland Circuit Courts and Federal District Courts:
The Judges’ Perspectives (April 23, 2015), and (vi) TROs and
Injunctions in Federal and State Court: Practice Tips and
Pitfalls to Avoid (May 18, 2015, co-sponsored with the Labor
& Employment and Young Lawyers Sections).
The Section has two programs for you to attend at the Annual
Conference. The first program is Thursday, June 11, 2015
(8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.). The Litigation and Alternative Dispute Resolution Sections are co-sponsoring Litigation in Aid
or Avoidance of Arbitration. The program chairs are Alan B.
Sternstein, Esq., J. Bradford McCullough, Esq., and John Price,
Jr., Esq. with Alan Sternstein and Brad McCullough serving
as moderators. The speakers are The Honorable Albert J.

Matricciani, Jr. (retired) Maryland Court of Special Appeals;
Alan M. Rifkin, Esq., Rifkin, Weiner, Livingston, Levitan &
Silver, LLC; and Rachel W. Thorn, Esq., Chadbourne & Park,
LLP. Please note that Section Council business meeting and
the presentation of the “Litigator of the Year Award” will be
at 8:00 a.m. before the program.
The second program is Friday, June 12, 2015 (11:00 a.m. - 1:00
p.m.). The Litigation Section and its Appellate Practice Committee are sponsoring the United States Supreme Court Year
in Review. The program chairs are The Honorable Robert A.
Zarnoch, Maryland Court of Special Appeals, and Andrew H.
Baida, Esq. The speakers are Marcia Coyle, Chief Washington
Correspondent for the National Law Journal; Irving Gornstein,
Executive Director, Supreme Court Institute, Visiting Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center; and Erin E.
Murphy, Partner, Bancroft PLLC.
At the April 23, 2015 Judges’ Perspectives program, The Honorable Daniel M. Long, Somerset County Circuit Court, was
presented with the Section’s Judge of the Year Award. Judge
Long joins The Honorable Alan M. Wilner, The Honorable
Stuart R. Berger, and the Honorable John P. Morrissey who
previously received the award. Congratulations to Judge Long
for his distinguished service and contributions to the judiciary
and the bar.
(continued on Page 9)
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Mixter Agonistes
By Glenn M. Grossman, Bar Counsel and
Lydia E. Lawless, Assistant Bar Counsel
Perhaps no case in Maryland disciplinary history catalogues discovery abuses with
the breadth and depth of Attorney Grievance Commission v. Mixter, 441 Md. 416
(2015). Indeed, it took Judge Battaglia one hundred and thirty pages and twenty
pages of appendices to complete the task.
The case involves a lawyer’s corruption of the tools of litigation so familiar to
practitioners: subpoenas, motions to compel, for sanctions and for protective orders,
and good faith attempts to resolve discovery disputes. To the extent Mixter had a
recognizable defense, it was based on a specious reliance on “zealous” advocacy.
The Opinion sets forth a litany of abuse, dishonesty, obstruction of opposing parties’ rights and downright bullying. Zealous advocacy, as most of us know, shields
no lawyer from the obligations of the Rules of Professional Conduct. Mixter was
disbarred.
Twenty-two cases, spanning a period of approximately seven years, provided the
framework of Bar Counsel’s case against Mixter. In sixteen of the cases, he represented defendants, in five, the plaintiffs, in one, himself. The violations of ethical practice varied but they can be divided into several categories: the misuse of
subpoenas, dishonesty in motions to compel or motions for contempt, a pattern of
intentionally noting depositions of non-party Maryland residents in the wrong venue,
the failure to make good faith attempts to settle discovery disputes (and the dishonesty
associated therewith), the misrepresentations he made concerning the contents of,
and his disregard for, orders of court and expert witness compensation.
The Court, to better provide an understanding of the hearing judge’s findings concerning Mixter’s misconduct, set forth an overview of the applicable Maryland Rules
he flouted. These included the rules governing subpoenas (Rule 2-510), deposition
witnesses, document production and appropriate venues for depositions (Rules
2-412, 2-413) and the certification requirement of good faith attempts to resolve
discovery disputes (Rule 2-431). The Court also reviewed the protocols necessary
to secure the medical records of an adverse party pursuant to Section 4-306 of the
Health-General Article of the Maryland Code. Mixter’s serial misconduct is, to a
great extent, explained by reference to these rules and statute.
Judge Timothy Doory, of the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, was the trial judge in
the Mixter case. Very early in his seventy-two page Findings, Judge Doory stated
that Mixter had filed sixty-two separate motions to compel or hold in contempt nonparty witnesses he had subpoenaed and each of the motions was frivolous. Each of
the subpoenas that had commanded the appearance of the witness and the production
of documents was unenforceable and invalid because there was either no proof of
service or it did not provide the witness with thirty days to produce documents as
required by Rule 2-412 (c). Judge Doory found that Mixter’s pattern was to state in
each motion that the witness had been served with the subpoena “on or about” the
date the subpoena was issued, not served. This was done in an attempt to mislead
the court and Judge Doory found that Mixter had “knowingly, intentionally and/
or recklessly attached to the motions false evidence that the witnesses had been
(continued on Page 11)
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The Line May Be Closer Than You Think:
Enforceability of Settlement Agreements in
Maryland After Falls Garden Condominium
Association v. Falls Homeowners Association
By Louis P. Malick, Esq.
Every day, Maryland litigators engage in settlement negotiations in hopes of reaching an agreement that is advantageous to
their clients and acceptable to their opponents. As negotiations
progress, counsel may come to agree on more and more terms,
and the agreements may become more and more formal. At a
certain point, a final, binding agreement may be reached. But
where is that line in the sand? At what point may a client no
longer change its mind?
In Falls Garden Condominium Association v. Falls Homeowners
Association, Inc.,1 the Court of Appeals altered some litigators’ understanding of the point of no return. A written “letter
of intent,” signed by counsel for both parties, containing all
material terms, and silent on whether the parties intended to
be bound, will be enforced as a binding settlement agreement
in Maryland, even though the parties expressly contemplated
executing a more formal settlement agreement at a later date.
If parties intend not to be bound by a preliminary but complete
agreement, they must say so, or else risk a contrary intent being
implied in place of their silence.

The letter of intent was contingent on the lessor obtaining the
approval of two thirds of its membership.6 It was signed by
counsel for both parties.7
The lessor obtained the requisite membership approval, drafted
a lease, and submitted it to the lessee for review and approval.8
About three weeks later, the lessor learned that the lessee had
obtained new counsel and desired to “return to pre-litigation
status.”9 The lessor moved to enforce the letter of intent as a
binding settlement agreement.10 After hearing argument, the
court granted the motion.11 It found that the letter of intent
showed agreement on all necessary terms and was, therefore,
enforceable.12 The court ordered the lessee to sign the lease
that had been drafted, and ordered the lessor to draft, and the
lessee to sign, a settlement agreement as contemplated in the
letter of intent.13

I. A Complete Agreement May Be an Enforceable Agreement
Falls Garden started as a dispute over parking spaces between
two neighboring residential associations. Unable to resolve their
differences, the associations resorted to litigation in the Circuit
Court for Baltimore County. As trial approached, counsel for
both sides attempted to negotiate a truce.
After some back and forth, counsel drafted a “letter of intent”
to “memorialize certain aspects of a formal settlement agreement and lease to be entered into.”2 The parties agreed to sign
a lease for twenty-four specific parking spaces at a rate of $20
per month per space, for a term of ninety-nine years.3 The lease
would require the lessee to be responsible for maintenance, real
estate taxes, and insurance.4 The settlement agreement would
provide for dismissal of the pending law suit and a release of
claims, allow the lessee to place signs on the leased parking
spaces and tow unauthorized vehicles, provide for what would
happen in the event Baltimore County changed the manner of
parking at the location during the term of the lease, require the
lessor to draft the lease and submit it to the lessee for comment and execution, and require the lessee to pay the costs of
recording the lease in the land records of Baltimore County.5
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A Strong Public Policy to Apply the Maryland
Wage Payment and Collection Law to Out-OfState Employment Contracts Announced In “A
Nifty Bit Of Considered Dicta”
Cunningham v. Feinberg, 441 Md. 310 (2015)
By Matthew P. Kraeuter and Sean P. Hatley
In an interesting case, not so much because of the holding but
because of what the Court of Appeals stated in a “nifty bit of
considered dicta,” the Maryland Court of Appeals announced
that Maryland has a strong public policy to apply the Maryland
Wage Payment and Collection Law (“MWPCL”) to individuals that work and reside within the State regardless of certain
choice of law principles and express choice of law provisions
contained in employment contracts. In doing so, the Court
was speaking directly to the members of the federal bench,
who have held on several occasions that the MWPCL does not
represent a strong enough public policy to render a choice of
law provision invalid. Specifically, the Court stated that it is
the province of the Maryland Court of Appeals, not the U.S.
District Court for the District of Maryland and the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, to answer this “quintessentially
state law question.”
The underlying facts are fairly straightforward. Matthew
Feinberg applied for an attorney position with Cunningham
& Associates P.L.C. (a Virginia-based law firm), the duties of
which mainly included representing clients in Maryland courts.
The parties entered into an independent contractor agreement1
with two distinct characteristics: (1) it was signed in Virginia
and (2) it lacked a choice of law provision. After working for
Cunningham & Associates for some time, Mr. Feinberg brought
an action in Maryland district court against Cunningham &
Associates and its principal, Joseph Cunningham (collectively
“Defendants”), for an alleged failure to pay wages in violation
of the MWPCL. The Defendants moved to dismiss the case
based on the argument that contract was governed, under the
doctrine of lex loci contractus (i.e., applying the law of the
jurisdiction where the contract is formed), by Virginia law, and
as such, the MWPCL did not apply. The district court granted
the motion to dismiss on the basis that the employment contract was entered into in Virginia and therefore was governed
by Virginia law.
Mr. Feinberg appealed to the circuit court arguing that, because
the question presented does not involve the interpretation or
construction of an employment contract, lex loci contractus
does not apply and Maryland law controls. In his fallback
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argument, Mr. Feinberg argued that, even if lex loci contractus
were to apply, the MWPCL constitutes a strong enough public
policy that would fall within the exception to the doctrine and,
in turn, allow him to bring his MWPCL claim. The circuit court,
agreeing with Mr. Feinberg, remanded to the district court for
further proceedings. The Petitioners filed a Petition for Writ of
Certiorari, which the Court of Appeals granted.
The Court of Appeals addressed two questions: (1) “Does
application of the [Maryland] choice of law principle of lex
loci contractus preclude a claim under the [MWPCL]?” and
(2) “Does proper application of lex loci contractus preclude
respondent’s MWPCL claim?” Although the Court stated that
Maryland has recognized lex loci contractus doctrine for hundreds of years, it held that the doctrine did not apply in this case
because the question at issue did not involve the construction,
validity, enforceability, or interpretation of the employment
contract. Accordingly, the Court applied the law of the forum
state – Maryland and Mr. Feinberg’s MWPCL claim should
not have been dismissed. Because the Court answered the
first question in the negative, there was no need to address the
second question. But, the majority did not stop there.
The Court went on to discuss, at great length, the long standing exception to the lex loci contractus doctrine: the Court
will “refuse to apply the doctrine when doing so would be
contrary to a strong public policy of the State.” In what the
majority called “a nifty bit of considered dicta,” the Court
opined on whether the MWPCL should fall within the public
policy exception to the applicability of the lex loci contractus
doctrine “because of how federal courts have examined and
reached conclusions regarding this quintessentially state law
question.” Federal judges have held, in applying this conflict
of law principle, that the MWPCL does not constitute a strong
enough Maryland public policy and, therefore, does not preclude the application of lex loci contractus.
In addressing this state law question, the Court expressed,
in no uncertain terms, that the MWPCL represents a strong
(continued on Page 14)
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Rosebrock v. Eastern Shore Emergency
Physicians LLC
Maryland Court of Special Appeals Analyzes
Habit Evidence – MD Rule 5-406
By Harmon L. (Monty) Cooper
In Rosebrock v. Eastern Share Emergency Physicians, LLC, ___
Md. App. ____ (Jan. 28, 2015), the Maryland Court of Special
Appeals made a significant contribution to case law regarding
the admissibility of habit evidence under Maryland Rule 5-406.
The Court held that in a medical malpractice case, a doctor’s
testimony – in which she testified that she conducted routine
spinal examinations every time when treating patients on a backboard – was admissible in proving that she conducted a similar
examination when she treated the plaintiff. The Court also held
that in making a case for habit evidence, the moving party did
not have to provide corroborating evidence in support.
As the Court noted, given the “dearth” of case law in Maryland
regarding Rule 5-406, Rosebrock provides an excellent exposition of the rule for trial lawyers.
Facts
On November 21, 2003, Judith Phillips slipped and fell on a wet
floor in a patient’s room while on duty as a nurse’s aide at the
Ruxton Nursing Home in Denton, Maryland. Emergency personnel arrived at the scene and noted that Phillips complained
of “right hip pain, right knee pain, and slight pain to her …
lower back.” Emergency personnel soon immobilized her on
a backboard and transported her to Shore System’s Memorial
Hospital in Easton, Maryland. Upon arrival, Deborah Davis, a
physician with the hospital, examined Phillips while she was
on the backboard. Dr. Davis’s records showed that Phillips
was experiencing pain in her right knee and right hip. But her
assessment and Phillips’s medical records did not include any
complaints from Phillips regarding back pain. Nor did Dr.
Davis’s records state that she conducted an examination of Phillips’s spine. Dr. Davis went on to diagnose Phillips with knee
and hip contusions and discharged her from the hospital.
Three days later, Phillips remained in pain. She went to another
physician, Richard Bourgogne, and complained of soreness in
her hip, knee, and back. Dr. Bourgogne assessed Phillips as having leg pain, increased the dosage of her existing medication,
and told her to go to the emergency room if her conditioned
worsened. On December 1, 2003, Bourgogne decided to order
an MRI of Phillips’s right hip. Interestingly, the MRI did not
find a fracture in her hip – but it did show degenerative disc
disease in her lower spine.
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By December 9, Phillips’s condition had worsened. She visited
another doctor who ordered X-rays of her back, which revealed
an acute compression fracture of her lower back. The doctor
prescribed treatment, but when it failed, she underwent surgery
on December 15 to correct the fracture. She was released several days later but soon developed an infected surgical wound.
On January 4, 2004, Phillips “sustained a ventricular fibrillation
arrest in which she suffered anoxic brain injury.” As a result, she
entered a persistent vegetative state and stayed in that condition
until her death seven years later on June 12, 2011.
Before she died, Phillips’s guardian sued several defendants,
including Dr. Davis in May 2009. The case was eventually tried
on March 28, 2011. On April 7, a jury found that Dr. Davis had
not been negligent in her care and treatment of Phillips.
Analysis
While Rosebrock touches on agency law,1 the case is particularly significant and relevant for litigators with respect to its
analysis of Rule 5-406. That rule provides:
Evidence of the habit of a person or of the routine practice
of an organization is relevant to prove that the conduct of
the person or organization on a particular occasion was in
conformity with the habit or routine practice.
Rule 5-406 is patterned after Federal Rule of Evidence (FRE)
406, which further adds that the “court may admit [habit evidence] regardless of whether it is corroborated or whether there
was an eyewitness.”2
To begin, the Court expounded on the few habit-evidence cases
in Maryland law. In Sobus v. Knisley, 11 Md. App. 134, cert.
denied, 261 Md. 728 (1971), an automobile accident occurred
in which each party was the lone motorist of his respective
vehicle. At the time of the accident, Knisley, a supervisor at a
state hospital, was searching for a patient who had “eloped.”
Attempting to testify regarding his habit of driving a certain
route when searching for “elopees,” Knisley was asked at trial
to mark the route he normally took on a map that had been
entered into evidence. The trial judge overruled an objection
to Knisley’s testimony. The Court of Special Appeals upheld
(continued on Page 15)
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Case Note: Payne v. Erie Insurance Exchange
By Matthew McCloskey, Esq.
In Payne v. Erie Ins. Exchange, the Court of Appeals
addressed, for the first time since 1981, the issue of extending
automobile insurance coverage to second permittees under
an omnibus clause in an insurance contract.1 In a four-three
decision, the Court held that coverage may extend to a second
permittee when the use of the vehicle is within the scope of the
permission granted to the first permittee, and where either (1)
the first permittee is in the vehicle; or (2) the second permittee is serving the purpose of the first permittee.2 In so doing,
the Court clarified existing Maryland precedent regarding
second permittees, but may have potentially opened the door
to complex litigation regarding coverage of second permittees
in the future.
Maryland Precedent
In Maryland, in order to obtain a vehicle registration, a vehicle owner must obtain automobile insurance.3 The
named insured under the policy is always afforded coverage,
but coverage may also extend to other individuals if the policy
contains an omnibus clause.4 For example, the omnibus clause
in Payne provided:
“Anyone we protect” means:
1. “you” or any “relative” using an “auto we insure,”
2. any person using, or any person or organization legally
responsible for the use of, an “owned auto we insure.”
This use must be with “your” permission unless the use
is by a “relative;” and
3. any person or organization legally responsible for the
use, by “you” or a “relative,” of any “nonowned auto.”
This protection applies only if the person or organization
does not own or hire the vehicle being used.5

the insured vehicle, but instructed him not to allow any other
individuals to drive the vehicle.7 On the particular occasion
in question, however, the son had suffered an injury and was
unable to drive, so he instructed his friend to drive him home.8
While the son’s friend was driving the vehicle, it was involved
in an accident.9
The Court of Special Appeals first determined that, at the time
of the accident in question, the vehicle was being used within
the scope of the use that the named insured granted to his son.10
The Court of Special Appeals then held that the son was still
essentially “using” the vehicle.11 It noted that the general rule
was that: (1) where the first permittee is in the vehicle with the
second permittee; or (2) where the second permittee is operating
the vehicle to serve some purpose of the first permittee, courts
normally find that “the second permittee is ‘operating’ the car
for the ‘use’ of the first permittee and that such ‘use’ is within
the coverage of the omnibus clause.”12 Moreover, the Court
of Special Appeals was persuaded that this rule was still applicable even where the named insured forbade the first permittee
from allowing any other individuals to drive the vehicle.13 The
Court of Special Appeals reasoned that “‘the word ‘use’ and
the word ‘operation’ in this context are not synonymous. The
use of the vehicle concerned is the purpose for which its use
is permitted. As long as that use has been permitted, it is immaterial how the vehicle is operated.’”14 The Court of Special
Appeals therefore held that, under either of the two tests, the
son’s friend was afforded coverage.15
The Court of Appeals subsequently addressed a related second
permittee issue in Federal Insurance Co. v. Allstate Insurance

Such clauses have been the subject of much discussion in scenarios in which the named insured grants another
individual (the first permittee) permission to use the insured
vehicle, and the first permittee subsequently authorizes a second individual (the second permittee) to use the vehicle. In
particular, courts have been called upon to determine when a
vehicle’s “use” is within the purview of an omnibus clause.
The Payne Court found that three Maryland cases in particular
were relevant to its determination. Maryland Indemnity Insurance Co. v. Kornke was the first case in which a Maryland appellate court addressed insurance coverage of a second permittee
where the named insured expressly forbade individuals other
than the first permittee from driving the insured vehicle.6 In
that case, the named insured granted his son permission to use
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Not All Remands Are Created Equal
By Stuart A. Cherry, Rosenberg Martin Greenberg, LLP
A Maryland attorney cannot assume that an order of remand
by a Circuit Court is subject to immediate appeal. Instead, one
must always analyze whether the Circuit Court has entered a
“Final Judgment.”
In Metro Maintenance Systems South, Inc. v. Milburn, __ A. 3d
__, 2015 WL 1412639 (Md. 2014) (“Milburn”), the Court of
Appeals, interpreting Md. Code, Courts and Judicial Proceedings Article § 12-301, found that a Circuit Court review of a
decision of the Department of Labor, Licensing, and Regulation
(the “DLLR”) was not a final judgment because the order of
remand came prior to the Circuit Court’s review of the agency’s
decision. This establishes a new general rule that will have
implications for lawyers who litigate appeals of regulatory
agencies before a Maryland Circuit Court.
The facts of Milburn are fairly straight forward. Thomas
Milburn (“Milburn”), a truck driver for Metro Maintenance
Systems South Inc. (“Metro”) quit his job in January 2012,
claiming “racially motivated mistreatment” by Metro.1 He
then applied for benefits to the Department of Labor, Licensing,
and Regulation (“DLLR”).2 In reviewing Milburn’s application, the DLLR claim examiner determined that Milburn was
disqualified from receiving benefits because he voluntarily
left work without good cause, pursuant to Md. Code, Labor &
Employment (“LE”) § 8-1001(a)(1).3
What followed was a series of administrative appeals, beginning with a hearing before the Lower Appeals Division of the
agency, where both Milburn and Metro presented evidence.4
The hearing examiner affirmed the claim examiner’s determination. Milburn appealed again to the DLLR Board of Appeals,
which declined to hear the appeal, opting to adopt the decision
of the hearing examiner as its own decision.5 This lead to a
petition for judicial review before the Circuit Court for St.
Mary’s County pursuant to LE § 8-5A-12.6 Both DLLR and
Metro participated in the Circuit Court appeal.7
In the Circuit Court, Milburn filed a memorandum arguing that
the hearing examiner’s decision had failed to address whether
he had been constructively discharged.8 Metro answered, arguing that the hearing examiner’s decision should be affirmed.9
The DLLR, on the other hand, filed a motion to remand before
the Circuit Court conducted its review so that the DLLR Board
could reevaluate the hearing examiner’s decision based on the
points raised in Milburn’s motion.10 The Board did not concede
that the initial decision was incorrect, but sought remand in
the name of “judicial economy.”11 Milburn consented to the
motion, but Metro opposed.12 The Circuit Court granted the
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motion after a hearing on January 25, 2013, considering the
process a “do over” that would precede the Circuit Court’s
ruling on the merits.13 Metro appealed the remand, prompting
the Court of Special Appeals to rule that the remand order was
not a final judgment.14
The Court of Appeals granted certiorari to determine whether
the remand order was a final judgment.15 In doing so, it concentrated on the first attribute of a final judgment: whether the
order is “intended by the court as an unqualified, final disposition of the matter in controversy.”16
In order to be an unqualified final disposition, a Circuit Court
order must be “so final as either to determine and conclude the
rights involved or to deny the appellant the means of further
prosecuting or defending his or her rights and interests in the
subject matter of the proceeding.”17 This does not mean that
the order must conclude all rights of the parties – rather, it must
terminate the proceedings in the court and deny “a party the ability to further prosecute or defend the party’s rights concerning
the subject matter of the proceeding.”18 The key to whether the
order terminates proceedings in a particular court is whether it
“contemplates that the parties will no longer litigate their rights
in that court.”19
An order of remand is frequently considered a “final order”
that is appealable.20 The Court distinguished such Circuit Court
orders made after judicial review and those made before judicial review.21 After examining five instances where a Circuit
Court remanded a matter after judicial review, which were all
appealable orders, the Court found that this was compatible
with the principle of a final judgment because “once the circuit
court determines that the agency’s decision is inconsistent with
law and remands to the agency for further proceedings, neither
party may continue to defend or challenge the agency decision
in the circuit court and there is nothing further for the court to
do.”22 In contrast, the Court found that a remand before judicial
review was “nothing more than a brief delay in the ongoing
review of [a party’s] appeal to the circuit court. The case was
not over. The circuit court was not divested of its continuing
jurisdiction over the case.”23
When applied to the case before it, the Court of Appeals found
that the remand was not a final appealable order because “the
Circuit Court stated that the remand was to precede its determination of ‘whether there’s substantial evidence’ and ‘whether or
not to affirm.’ The Circuit Court clearly understood its function
in performing judicial review and, just as clearly, deferred that
(continued on Page 19)
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Maryland Impact
By Andrew H. Baida, Esq.
Okay, I’ll admit that the MSBA Litigation Section/Appellate
Practice Committee’s program which took place in the Maryland Court of Appeals courtroom on March 19, 2015, “Recent
Impact Decisions of the Maryland Appellate Courts,” had a
slightly inaccurate title. I’ll also admit that I did not change the
title to reflect more precisely the subject matter of the program,
even though I knew in advance not only that the esteemed
speakers would discuss significant Maryland appellate cases
decided over the course of the last year, but also that one of
them would address several new Maryland Rules concerning
judgments and attorneys’ fees which either will take effect July
1, 2015, or have already gone into effect.

gressive Amer. Ins. Co., 440 Md. 466 (2014), in which the
Court of Appeals held that a line of dismissal did not satisfy
the “separate document” requirement of Rule 2-601 and did
not trigger the time for filing a notice of appeal. Following
this discussion, Judge Wilner addressed several amendments
to Rule 2-601 and other Rules which take effect July 1, 2015.
Perhaps the most significant is the amendment made to Rule
2-501, which changes summary judgment practice. Currently,
a motion for summary judgment can be made orally or at trial.
The amendment to Rule 2-501(a) provides that such a motion
must be in writing and “may not be filed: (A) after any evidence
is received at trial on the merits, or (B) unless permission of
the court is granted, after the deadline for dispositive motions
specified in the scheduling order entered pursuant to Rule
2-504(b)(1)(E).”
Judge Wilner discussed changes to other Rules, including Rule
2-521(d), governing juror communications, and Rule 8-606,
concerning the issuance of mandates following the disposition of appeals. The reader is encouraged to read the Court of
Appeals’s March 2, 2015 Rules Order setting forth these and
many other exciting Rule changes which become effective
this summer and can be found at www.courts.state.md.us/
rules/rodocs/ro186supp.pdf. Judge Wilner also addressed the
never-ending attorneys’ fees dispute in a wage payment case,
Friolo v. Frankel, 438 Md. 304 (2014), and the relatively new
Rules 2-701 through 2-706 governing attorneys’ fees claims
which became effective in January of 2014.

I admit all of this, okay? So sue me. Next time I’ll get it right.
Or maybe not. Anyway, here’s what you missed if you were
unable to attend what was truly a great event.
The program began with remarks from Judge Alan Wilner.
Most people know who Judge Wilner is, and if you’re one of
those people, good for you and proceed to the next paragraph.
But if you don’t know who he is because you’re a newly admitted member of the Maryland bar or a visitor from another
planet, or perhaps both (in which case, really good for you),
here’s what you need to know. He has sat on both of Maryland’s
appellate courts for close to forty years; he currently heads
the Maryland Court of Appeals Standing Committee on Rules
of Practice and Procedure; and he’s a lock to be an inaugural
inductee of the Maryland Judges Hall of Fame as soon as it
is established.
Judge Wilner began the program by discussing Hiob v. Pro-
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The other two speakers spoke about a number of recent
Maryland appellate court decisions involving a range of topics. Professor Renée Hutchins of the University of Maryland
Francis King Carey School of Law discussed Pearson v.
State, 437 Md. 350 (2014), which held that a trial court need
not ask prospective jurors during voir dire whether they have
been a crime victim, but must ask, if requested, whether they
have been a member of a law enforcement agency where all
of the State’s witnesses are law enforcement agency members
or the basis for a conviction is reasonably likely to be the
testimony of such individuals. Professor Hutchins also talked
about several cases decided in the span of two days, Nalls and
Melvin v. State, 437 Md. 674 (2014), Szwed v. State, 438 Md.
1 (2014), and Morgan v. State, 438 Md. 11 (2014), in which
the Court of Appeals addressed the circumstances in which a
jury trial waiver is knowing and voluntary; State v. Payne, 440
Md. 680 (2014), which held, among other things, that the trial
court erred in allowing a police officer, who was not qualified
(continued on Page 19)
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Chair's Message...

Report of the Section’s 2015
Nominations Committee

(continued from page 1)

Thank you to all of the Section Council officers and members
for your tireless efforts in making this year so successful. I
need to specially thank several members. Thank you to Alan
Sternstein and Brad McCullough for their work as the CoChairs for the Annual Programs; Andy Baida for his work
on the Appellate Practice Committee organizing the Supreme
Court Year in Review and the Recent Impact Decisions of the
Maryland Appellate Courts; Tracy Steedman for organizing the
Judges’ Perspectives’ program; Andy Klepper for his efforts as
Editor-in-Chief of the MSBA Appellate Blog and his work on
the Fourth Circuit Court Impact Decisions; Jonathan Kagan,
The Honorable Michael DiPietro, Meagan Cooper, Michael
Steadman, and Jeff Bowman for their work on the TROs and
Injunctions in Federal and State Court program; Mary Ellen
Flynn as Editor-in-Chief of The Maryland Litigator; Ann
Sheridan as our Legislative Liaison for the General Assembly;
The Honorable Kathryn Graeff for her work on the Judge and
Litigator of the Year awards; and The Honorable Theresa Adams, The Honorable Michael DiPietro, Robert Fiore, Richard
Berwanger, Jr., and Alice Somers for their work on the draft
proposed revisions to the Maryland Discovery Guidelines.
Lastly, I want to thank Jonathan Kagan for his efforts as Programming Chair and wish him much success as the incoming
Chair for next year.

The Nominations Committee, composed of Jonathan
Kagan (Chair), Judge Glenn Harrell, Judge Kathryn Grill
Graeff, Judge Michael DiPietro and Mary Ellen Flynn,
recommended, and the Section Council approved, submission at the MSBA Annual Meeting in June 2015 the
following names of persons proposed to serve as Section officers and Council members, to be voted on at the
Section’s Business Meeting on Thursday, June 11, 2015
at 8:00am in the Clarion Hotel & Conference Center in
Ocean City:
OFFICERS
CHAIR: Jonathan P. Kagan, Esq.
Chair-Elect: Judge Kathryn Grill Graeff
Vice-Chair: Mary Ellen Flynn
Secretary: Judge Michael DiPietro
Treasurer: Erin Risch
MEMBERS TO BE ADDED TO THE SECTION
COUNCIL:
Mary Murphy, Esq. (returning to the Section Council to
fill one of the Past Chair positions)
Richard A. DeTar, Esq.
Angela Grau, Esq.
Lydia E. Lawless, Assistant Bar Counsel
Ryan S. Perlin, Esq. (Young Lawyers Section Representative)

The Maryland Litigator
- Editorial Board -

Mary Ellen Flynn, Esq., Chair

Lydia Lawless, Esq.

Ryan Mitchell, Esq.

- Andalman & Flynn, PC -

- Assistant Bar Counsel

- Kramon & Graham, P.A. -

Attorney Grievance Commission -

Andrew H. Baida, Esq.

Sarah Mann, Esq.

- Rosenberg Martin Greenberg, LLP -

- Bodie, Dolina, Hobbs,
Friddell & Genzer, P.C. -

Harmon L. (Monty)
Cooper, Esq.
- Sedgwick LLP -

Evelyn Lombardo Cusson, Esq.
- Gordon Feinblatt, LLC -

Matthew McCloskey, Esq.

Erin A. Risch, Esq.
- Eccleston and Wolf, P.C. -

Ann M. Sheridan, Esq.
- Office of the Maryland
Attorney General -

- Law Clerk, Court of
Special Appeals of Maryland -

N. Tucker Meneely, Esq.
- Council Baradel -
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The Hon. Daniel M. Long
Selected As The Section’s
2014-15 “Judge of the Year”
Award Recipient
The recipient
of the Litigation Section’s 201415 “Judge
of the Year”
Award is the
Honorable
Daniel M.
Long of the
Circuit Court
for Somerset County.
Judge Long is the fourth recipient of the annual award, following previous honorees: Judge Alan M. Wilner (Ret.) of the
Court of Appeals, Judge Stuart R. Berger of the Court of Special
Appeals, formerly of the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, and
Judge John P. Morrissey, Chief Judge of the District Court of
Maryland. Judge Long received the award on April 23, 2015,
at the Section’s annual dinner in Annapolis honoring Maryland
judges, which this year focused on the judges of Maryland’s
circuit courts and the Federal District Court judges of the U.S.
District Court for the District of Maryland.
Judge Long, born and raised in Somerset County, graduated
from the public school system before heading to Salisbury
State College (now Salisbury University) where he majored
in English. He taught for a year and later obtained his Juris
Doctor degree at the University of Baltimore Law School. In
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1983, he was elected to the House of Delegates and assigned
to the Ways and Means Committee. In 1989, he was named
chair of the Judiciary Committee. He was voted one of the ten
most effective members of the Maryland House of Delegates
in 1989. In 1990, he was appointed to the Circuit Court for
Somerset County.
Judge Long was designated as the Administrative Judge of
the First Judicial Circuit in 1996. Since then, he has chaired
the Maryland Conference of Circuit Judges and served on the
Judicial Cabinet, Maryland Judicial Council, and numerous
committees, commissions, and task forces. Currently, he chairs
the Judicial Council’s Legislative Committee. In 2003, he
was honored with the Maryland State Bar Association’s Judge
Anselm Sodaro Judicial Civility Award.
Professional and community involvement include membership
in the Maryland State Bar Association, Somerset County Bar
Association, Somerset Historical Society, Somerset County
Historical Trust, Somerset Farm Bureau, and Furnace Town
Foundation Historical Park. As an elected Elder of the Manokin Presbyterian Church, he currently serves as Clerk of
Session. Past service includes being director of Peninsula
Bank (formerly Mercantile), and membership in the Worcester
County Bar Association (past-president), Rehobeth Ruritan
Club (past-president), Pocomoke Jaycees and the United Way
boards of directors.
The Litigation Section is happy to bestow upon Judge Long
the Section’s Judge of the Year award.
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Mixter Agonistes...
(continued from page 2)
properly served…”
In eleven of the twenty-two cases, Mixter issued subpoenas
to out-of-state witnesses compelling production of documents
without following the appropriate protocol for doing so, and
compounded his misconduct by misrepresenting to the recipients that they could be compelled to appear in Maryland. In
seven of those cases, Mixter filed some twenty-four frivolous
motions to enforce the invalid subpoenas. Judge Doory found
that Mixter’s testimony that “on occasion” he would mistakenly
issue a Maryland subpoena to an out-of-state witness to be
incredible. Mixter knowingly or recklessly issued Maryland
subpoenas to out-of-state witnesses over whom the Maryland
courts had no jurisdiction and Judge Doory also found that
Mixter’s failure to include the location of the out-of-state
witnesses in the body of each Motion to be intentionally and
knowingly misleading.
In thirty-five instances, Mixter issued Maryland subpoenas to
out-of-state witnesses. In each case, Mixter was found to have
knowingly and intentionally misrepresented to the non-party
witnesses that they could be compelled to appear in Maryland
and that they were obliged to supply documents pursuant to
the subpoena.
Mixter was found to have had a “pattern and practice of knowingly and intentionally noting depositions in the wrong venue in
violation of Rule 2-413.” He routinely subpoenaed non-party
fact witnesses for depositions and document production at
his office in Baltimore City when the witnesses were located
outside Baltimore City and the cases were not pending in that
jurisdiction. Judge Doory noted that in the instances where
the venue was challenged by opposing counsel, Mixter, rather
than withdrawing the subpoena and note them in the appropriate
venue, “clung to his position and threatened sanctions or court
intervention if the deponent failed to appear [!]”
Judge Doory found that Mixter had abused his authority as an
attorney by issuing subpoenas to intimidate or harass witnesses
and opposing counsel in his own case. On March 6, 2012, he
issued nine subpoenas to custodians of records for eight attorneys and one doctor. None of the subpoenas were timely served
to permit the requisite thirty days to produce documents. All
of the motions to quash and/or limit the subpoenas that were
filed were granted. Mixter even misrepresented the date upon
which one of the witnesses was served. Additionally, Judge
Doory found that Mixter had subpoenaed the driving record of
the defendant James Farmer, in Mixter v. Farmer, et al., in an
effort to harass Mr. Farmer. The Circuit Court for Baltimore
City granted a protective order in favor of Mr. Farmer and stated
that the driving record “had absolutely nothing to do with the
pending claim for defamation and that the subpoena was aimed
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solely at harassing the defendant.” Several other attempts at
harassment by subpoena were set forth in the opinion.
Judge Doory found forty-two instances of Mixter filing frivolous motions to compel or for sanctions. They were frivolous
because he failed to make any good faith attempts to resolve
the discovery disputes, he filed prematurely or otherwise violated the Maryland Rules. In one instance described in detail
in the Opinion, Mixter filed a Motion to Dismiss and/or for
Sanctions for Plaintiff’s complete failure to provide discovery.
The motion was premature as he had not allowed the plaintiffs
time to provide the requested information. The motion was
filed without good faith attempts to resolve the dispute and the
relief sought was not contemplated under the Rules. Mixter
claimed that the plaintiffs “refuse[d] to produce the discovery.”
There was no evidence of such refusal.
Mixter falsely certified to the courts that good faith efforts had
been made to resolve discovery disputes. Fifty-three times.
Judge Doory found that in each motion, Mixter attached exhibits that would evince his good faith attempts but those exhibits
did nothing of the kind. Mixter was found to have knowingly
and intentionally falsely certified that he had complied with
Rule 2-431. Although Mixter testified at trial that a phone call
was always made in an attempt to resolve the discovery dispute
before any motion was filed, no documentation of these calls
was introduced and his testimony was found to be not credible.
Mixter was also found to have been otherwise deficient in his
observance of Rule 2-431. He knowingly and intentionally
omitted from twelve of his motions responses from adverse
parties or witnesses in an attempt to advance his position.
In thirteen cases, Judge Doory found that Mixter had “in bad
faith and without substantial justification, knowingly and intentionally made misrepresentations as to the contents of court
orders or had disregarded court orders.” The Court catalogued
these misrepresentations in detail and, although it may not be
the most egregious example of Mixter’s dishonesty, his conduct
in the case of Smith v. Keener, a Charles County Circuit Court
case, may be the best example of his chutzpah. In Keener, Mixter had failed to comply with an order to produce documents
to the Plaintiff and, after a hearing, was held in contempt by
the Circuit Court for Charles County. Following the finding
of contempt, the court awarded attorney’s fees against Mixter,
again, after a hearing, in the amount of $3,287. He appealed
both the contempt citation and the award of attorney’s fees to
the Court of Special Appeals. He misrepresented to the Court
that a hearing was not held. He repeated in his brief that that
the Circuit Court…inexplicably (and without a hearing) granted
the Plaintiff’s Motion for Contempt…” He further averred that
(continued on Page 12)
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Mixter Agonistes...
(continued from page 11)

the trial court failed to set the matter in for a hearing ostensibly
in violation of Maryland Rule 15-206(c). When the Plaintiff
brought the misrepresentation to the attention of the Court
of Special Appeals, rather than withdraw the argument and
acknowledge the truth, Mixter filed an errata sheet in which
he alleged that the misrepresentation was a “typographical
error.” Judge Doory found that not only had Mixter misrepresented the fact that a hearing was not held but determined that
the errata sheet was itself a misrepresentation to the Court of
Special Appeals.
Judge Doory found that Mixter had wrongfully represented to
health care providers that the opposing party had not objected
to the disclosure of their medical information. Incredibly,
while a motion for protective order relating to the provision of
medical records was pending, Mixter filed Motions to Compel
directed at medical records custodians and he sent the Motions
with cover letters that said that he would withdraw the motion
if he received the records within five days. He further stated:
“..if you received a letter from opposing counsel…indicating
that there was a protective order issued in this case, it was
false. In fact, not only was a protective order not obtained,
but none was sought.” These representations were found to be
intentionally false.
In yet another case, Mixter was found, on behalf of a plaintiff,
to have engaged in abusive, harassing, and frivolous discovery
practices throughout the entire case. In that case, he represented
Nancy Railey. In deposition she undermined the case against
the “Cochran defendants,” who ultimately were granted summary judgment. Despite the exoneration of the defendants in
his client’s deposition, Mixter unilaterally noted the deposition
of ten non-party witnesses. Judge Doory found that the deposition notices had no legitimate purpose and were aimed solely
at harassing the Cochran defendants.
Mixter routinely filed motions to hold medical expert witnesses in contempt for failing to appear for their depositions.
Those motions, relating to some sixteen professionals, were
based on material misrepresentations: that the witnesses were
properly served with a valid subpoena and failed to appear
for deposition. All of the motions were based on an alleged
dispute as to the method and amount the professional would be
paid for his appearance at the deposition. Rather than moving
for a determination of such fees, Mixter filed motions to hold
the doctors in contempt. Judge Doory found that this practice
was “most assuredly aimed at harassing and intimidating opposing parties and expert witnesses by threating an order of
contempt to force the expert to appear at deposition on terms,
often unreasonable, set by the Respondent or be excluded from
testifying at trial.”
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Judge Doory concluded that Mixter’s conduct was prejudicial
to the administration of justice, stating:
The Respondent’s pattern of practice is to bend and break
the rules to bully, harass and attempt to intimidate both
parties and witnesses. . . [He] conducts discovery and
pretrial depositions by bludgeoning his opponents and
witnesses with unreasonable demands, frivolous motions
and unnecessary acrimony. The effect of the Respondent’s
conduct is clear: his opponents and witnesses are forced
to spend time and money and expend emotional energy
defending against his frivolous requests and demands,
the court dockets are clogged and the ordinary and proper
resolution of claims is delayed.
Similarly, Judge Doory had no difficulty dismissing Mixter’s
defense that he was simply representing his clients zealously:
This is not a case of walking up to the line in the name
of zealous representation. This is a case of consistent
knowing and intentional violation of the Maryland Lawyers’ Rules of Professional Conduct. The Respondent’s
argument that his actions are defensible in the name of
“zealous representation” is rejected. Although zealousness is a standard of proper representation, zealousness
without the counterbalance of reasonableness amounts
to obstreperousness and unfairness. While the vigorous
representation of a client’s interests is laudable, the Court
cannot condone the Respondent’s conduct which, without
question, brings the profession into disrepute.
While Mixter was an outlier within our profession; litigating
with a seemingly complete disregard for the rules and in knowing defiance of code of civility, there are lessons to be learned
for all members of the bar. The opinion provides a review of
the discovery rules and related motions practice. It reminds
the bar that misuse of the tools of our profession can form the
basis of a disciplinary action. More importantly, perhaps, is
the question that we can all ask ourselves: How did Mixter
get away with so much misconduct for so long? During the
course of our investigation, we interviewed many attorneys.
Almost without fail, each attorney was able to recount, in
detail, Mixter’s misconduct in their respective cases. None
were surprised that he was being investigated and several asked
what had taken us so long to call. At the conclusion of these
conversations, we would ask, why, given the misconduct that
you have just described, didn’t you file a complaint with Bar
Counsel? Each and every time, the answer was a variation of
a theme: “Once the case was over, I didn’t want to ever hear
Mixter’s name again. And I am a better litigator for having
(continued on Page 13)
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Mixter Agonistes...
(continued from page 12)
had to deal with him.”
While he may have made his opponents better lawyers, Mixter’s
serial misconduct is a stain on all of us and our profession.
No one is in a better position to recognize and report abusive
or obstructive conduct than other attorneys or judges. In a
self-regulated profession, it is the duty of each of us to report
egregious misconduct as each of us is responsible to the rule
of law and to the profession we serve.

Enforceability...
(continued from page 3)

The Court of Special Appeals affirmed the circuit court’s ruling
in a reported opinion by Judge Moylan.14 The court agreed
that the letter of intent was enforceable because it contained all
necessary terms and did not suggest on its face that the parties
did not intend to be bound by it.15 Any subsequent writing,
such as the contemplated lease or settlement agreement, would
serve merely as evidence of the agreement already reached in
the letter of intent.16
The Court of Appeals granted certiorari. Writing for a unanimous court, Judge Battaglia agreed with Judge Moylan’s
opinion in all material respects and held that the letter of intent
was indeed an enforceable agreement. Nevertheless, the court
found that the circuit court should have simply enforced the letter of intent itself as the parties’ binding agreement and should
not have ordered the parties to also sign a lease and settlement
agreement.17 The court vacated and remanded for entry of an
order to that effect.18
II. A Complete Agreement May Not Be Enforceable, If the
Parties State that Intent
Letters of intent are a strange animal. They can straddle
the line between unenforceable “agreements to agree” and
fully enforceable final agreements. As the appellate courts
explained in Falls Garden, Corbin grouped them into four
categories:
(1) At one extreme, the parties may say specifically that
they intend not to be bound until the formal writing is
executed, or one of the parties has announced to the other
such an intention. (2) Next, there are cases in which they
clearly point out one or more specific matters on which
they must yet agree before negotiations are concluded. (3)
There are many cases in which the parties express definite
agreement on all necessary terms, and say nothing as to
other relevant matters that are not essential, but that other
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people often include in similar contracts. (4) At the opposite extreme are cases like those of the third class, with
the addition that the parties expressly state that they intend
their present expressions to be a binding agreement or
contract; such an express statement should be conclusive
on the question of their “intention.”19
Agreements in categories one and two are not enforceable,
but agreements in categories three and four are enforceable.20
The enforceability of categories one and four is obvious. An
explicit and unambiguous statement of intent to be bound (or
not to be bound) will certainly control. Categories two and
three are more difficult, and the two may overlap. The difference between essential and non-essential omitted terms may be
a judgment call on which reasonable courts can differ. Parties’
silence on their intent to be bound can lead to costly litigation
over whether an agreement is complete enough to be enforceable, with little certainty as to the outcome.
The path around the jungle of non-essential and essential terms
is far safer. Attorneys can easily avoid litigating the enforceability question altogether by explicitly stating, within the four
corners of the agreement, whether or not they intend to be bound.
An unambiguous statement of intent will place the agreement
firmly in Corbin’s categories one or four, and the answer to
the enforceability question will become obvious and certain.
Counsel in the Falls Garden case failed to avoid the jungle and,
instead, got lost in the middle of it. Despite one party’s strong
objections that the letter of intent should stand in Corbin’s category two, both appellate courts agreed that the letter of intent
stood firmly planted in Corbin’s category three.21
We may never know whether the Falls Garden parties subjectively intended to be bound by the letter of intent at the
time their attorneys signed it, and that is exactly the problem.
Courts cannot consider an unspoken intent. When asked to
construe an unambiguous written agreement, courts are in
fact limited to the four corners of the agreement.22 Although
the Falls Garden letter of intent was quite detailed as to the
terms, it said nothing about whether the parties intended to be
bound. Where an agreement is silent as to the parties’ intent
to be bound, but shows agreement as to all essential terms, it
will be construed as binding, notwithstanding any unspoken
subjective intent to the contrary.
III. A Contemplated Subsequent Writing Will Not Defeat
Enforceability
Few attorneys would take issue with the Falls Garden holding
(continued on Page 14)
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Enforceability...
(continued from page 13)

up to this point. But, the case had a troublesome extra wrinkle.
Although the letter of intent was silent as to the parties’ intent to
be bound, it did mention that it was meant to “memorialize certain
aspects of a formal settlement agreement and lease to be entered
into.”23 The parties clearly intended that two other documents
would be drafted and executed after the letter of intent.
Falls Garden is a reminder that, by itself, a contemplated future
writing is insufficient to show an intent not to be bound. “[T]
he mere fact that the parties understood that the contract should
be reduced to writing does not leave the transaction incomplete
and without binding force.”24 Where the parties have reached
definite agreement on all necessary terms, a subsequent writing serves merely as evidence of that agreement. Where the
agreement is complete but silent as to the parties’ intent to be
bound, the contemplation of a subsequent writing is irrelevant
to the core agreement’s enforceability.
IV. Conclusion
If parties intend not to be bound by an agreement, they must say
so explicitly. An agreement that contains all necessary terms
but is silent as to intent to be bound will be construed as a final,
binding agreement, even if the parties contemplate a subsequent
writing. When faced with a “letter of intent,” “agreement in
principle,” or similar settlement document, remember that the
line between an unenforceable “agreement to agree” and an
enforceable final agreement can be fine indeed. Once that line
has been crossed, it may be too late to turn back.
Prudent attorneys will avoid the dilemma altogether by drawing
the line themselves. If the parties do not intend for an agreement to be binding, they need to say so. In this circumstance,
silence may not be golden, but fatal.
Louis P. Malick is an associate in the litigation department of
Kramon & Graham, P.A.
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Nifty...

(continued from page 4)
enough public policy to fall within the exception of the lex
loci contractus doctrine, and went further to suggest that the
MWPCL should apply for a person performing work within
Maryland regardless of an express choice of law provision. In
support of this position, the Court pointed to the anti-waiver
provision, recently added in 2011, and “other clear indicators
of legislative intent ….”
The court suggested that, in light of the “considered dicta”
provided in this case, a future court (and specifically any federal
courts considering the question) should find that the MWPCL
constitutes a strong public policy of Maryland to either (1) fall
within the exception of the lex loci contractus doctrine, or (2)
render unenforceable an express choice of law provision for
any employee who resides and works within the State.
To further signal the Court of Appeals’ opinion on the subject,
Judge Adkins in a concurring opinion stated that the Court
should have rested its opinion on “more solid ground” by
holding that the MWPCL represents a strong enough public
policy to fall within the exception. Indeed, to be more direct,
Judge Adkins stated that “[t]his case represents a perfect opportunity to make a clear ruling that an employee who lives
and works in Maryland is entitled to the remedial benefits of
the MWPCL ….”
In addition to the practical implications of this opinion (i.e.,
MWPCL will apply to employees who live and work in Maryland regardless of an express choice of law provision), Cunningham v. Feinberg provides helpful insight when considering
whether other Maryland statutes represent a strong enough
public policy for other exceptions to apply. Specifically, the
Court provides a detailed examination of the legislative history
and specifically the addition of the anti-waiver provision in the
statute to reach its conclusion.
Endnotes
1
The Court did not address the question of whether Mr. Feinberg’s role was
that of an independent contractor or that of an employee.
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(continued from page 5)
the admittance of the testimony as habit evidence because such
“evidence that an act was habitually done by [a party] under
like circumstances” should be received as “evidence that it was
done by [the same party] on the particular occasion.”
Second, in Dehn v. Edgecombe, 152 Md. App. 657 (2003), the
Court held that Rule 5-406 was not applicable where the appellant tried to show the appellee doctor’s “routine procedure with
respect to referring patients to specialists … but then continuing
to monitor their follow-up care himself” by adducing evidence
of a single occasion where the appellee referred the appellant to
a surgeon and, ten months later, made a second referral of the
appellant to the same surgeon. For the court, this small sample
size of actions was not enough to establish a habit.
Both Sobus and Dehn were not particularly helpful to the Court.
So it turned to cases from other jurisdictions that interpreted
habit evidence under FRE 406 in medical malpractice cases.
The Court found helpful analysis from two District of Columbia cases: Weil v. Seltzer, 873 F.2d 1453 (D.C. Cir. 1989) and
Aikman v. Kanda, 975 A.2d 152 (D.C. 2009). From Weil, the
Court found language to define what constitutes a “habit”:
nonvolitional activity that occurs with invariable regularity;
a consistent method or manner of responding to a particular
stimulus; and a person’s regular practice of meeting a particular
kind of situation with a specific type of conduct.
From Aikman, the Court found an analogous situation. There,
Aikman suffered a stroke one day after Dr. Kanda performed
open-heart surgery to repair Aikman’s mitral valve. Aikman
filed suit against Dr. Kanda for negligence, claiming that he
“either failed to employ procedures to remove air from her heart
(so-called ‘air drill’ procedures) before completing the surgery,
or performed the air drill inadequately.” Unfortunately, there
was no notation in Aikman’s medical chart that the air-drill
procedure was performed, and – because of the lapse of time
between surgery, litigation, and volume of procedures – neither
Dr. Kanda nor any of his medical colleagues could remember
the specifics of Aikman’s procedure. At trial, Dr. Kanda was
allowed to testify about the air-drill procedures that he routinely performed after completing the surgery, which included
a process by which Dr. Kanda engaged in the practice of air
removal (i.e. de-airing) following surgery.
The D. C. Court of Appealsagreed with the trial judge that Dr.
Kanda’s testimony regarding the air-drill protocol was habit
evidence, as utilizing the same procedure in over 500 mitral
valve operations equated to a “regular response to a repeated
situation.” The court further reasoned that the large number
of times that Dr. Kanda performed the air-drill procedure, the
specificity with which he described the procedure, and the high
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“ratio of reactions to situations” described by Dr. Kanda were
reasons enough for the trial judge to admit the evidence. The
court rejected Aikman’s argument that Dr. Kanda’s routine
practice of air removal after surgery was volitional and thus
inappropriate habit evidence, stating that the volitional aspect
of the de-airing procedures went to the weight of the evidence
of Dr. Kanda’s habit but not its admissibility.
Rosebrock’s Findings and Reasoning
Here, the crucial issue for Dr. Davis was whether during
her examination of Phillips, she performed the proper spine
examination, also known as “clear[ing] the spine,” before
removing the patient from the backboard. While she did not
have any records to corroborate her actions, Dr. Davis testified that she had worked at the hospital for four and a half
years and had seen 5,000 to 6,000 patients a year, treating
several patients per shift who were presented by ambulance
on a backboard. While she did not remember Phillips, she
contended that she conducted spine examinations on every
patient placed on a backboard before removal (thus implying
that she would have done so for Phillips as well). Responding to a question regarding her normal procedure for evaluating patients, Dr. Davis stated that she always “clear[ed] the
spine” every time a patient was placed on a backboard. And
she did this examination “the same way, every single time,
every day.”
In the end, the Court supported the trial court’s admittance
of this statement as habit. Dr. Davis’s testimony – citing the
numerous times that Dr. Davis “clear[ed] the spine,” the specificity with which she described the procedure, and her certainty
that she performed the procedure every time – was sufficient
to support the trial judge’s admittance of it.
Next, the Court concluded that in order to be admitted, habit
evidence did not have to be supported or corroborated by any
other substantive evidence. Dr. Davis’s testimony alone satisfied one legally recognized method of proving habit: “by the
individual himself or herself, who has lost his or her memory
as to the specific occasion.”
Finally, Dr. Davis’s testimony satisfied Rule 5-403, which states
that evidence should not be admitted if its probative value is
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice.
The Court concluded that Dr. Davis’s testimony regarding her
repeated and unfailing habit of “clear[ing] the spine” before
removing a patient from the backboard was probative as to
whether she did so when she examined Phillips. Further, the
Court noted that in addition to hearing Dr. Davis’s habit evidence,
the jury also heard evidence that Dr. Davis could not recall her
(continued on Page 16)
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treatment of Phillips and that she did not detail in her medical
records any examination of Phillips’s spine. As a result, the
Court concluded that this testimony, taken as a whole, did not
prejudice or mislead the jury. Thus, the trial court was correct
to admit Dr. Davis’s testimony.
Endnotes
1
After the trial, the plaintiff-appellant appealed the decision on June 13,
2011, despite not knowing that Phillips had died a day earlier. Citing the
rule that an agent’s authority terminates upon the principal’s death, the
defendants-appellees sought to have the appeal dismissed. While the Court
acknowledged this rule, it found that the rule did not address situations like
the one here when an agent acts but is not aware of the principal’s death.
Thus, the Court adopted Section 3.07(2) of the Restatement (Third) of
Agency, which states that “[t]he death of an individual principal terminates
the agent’s actual authority. [But] [t]he termination is effective only when
the agent has notice of the principal’s death.” Given the agent’s lack of
notice, Phillips’s guardian had the authority to appeal.
FRE 406 provides: “Evidence of a person’s habit or an organization’s routine
practice may be admitted to prove that on a particular occasion the person or
organization acted in accordance with the habit or routine practice. This court
may admit this evidence regardless of whether it is corroborated or whether
there was an eyewitness.”
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Co.16 In that case, the named insured was a “driveaway” company which drove vehicles from one location to another for their
customers.17 The company permitted a particular employee to
drive a customer’s vehicle from New York to Florida, but the
company neither permitted nor forbade any other individuals from driving the vehicle.18 The employee subsequently
brought a friend on the trip and allowed the friend to drive the
vehicle.19 While the friend was operating the vehicle, it was
involved in an accident.20
On appeal, the Court of Appeals noted that it was tasked with
resolving whether the friend’s use of the vehicle afforded him
coverage under the insurance contract’s omnibus clause.21
Citing to Kornke, the Court held that a second permittee was
considered to be using a vehicle within the scope of an omnibus
clause where the first permittee was in the vehicle or where the
second permittee was using the vehicle to serve some purpose
of the first permittee.22 Under either test, the employee’s friend
was covered.23
In the third case, Bond v. Pennsylvania National Mutual Casualty Insurance Co., the named insured permitted his daughter
extensive use of the insured vehicle, but forbade her to let any
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other individual drive it.24 On a particular day, the daughter
drove the vehicle to a bar to meet several of her friends but
departed with her boyfriend and left the vehicle behind.25 One
of the daughter’s friends subsequently took the vehicle to a
carnival and was involved in an accident on the return journey.26
The Court of Appeals held that the daughter’s friend was not
afforded coverage by the omnibus clause because the named
insured had expressly forbidden such use and neither of the
tests described in Kornke and Federal Insurance Co. were
applicable under the facts of the case.27
The Facts in Payne
In Payne, Alan and Maureen Dwyer were the named insureds
under an insurance policy which contained an omnibus clause.28
They had granted their adult daughter, Karen, unrestricted
permission to use the insured vehicle, making her a first permittee.29 The Dwyers had also specifically forbidden Karen’s
boyfriend, Ameen Abdulkhalek, from driving the vehicle.30
On a particular day, however, Karen requested that Mr. Abdulkhalek use the insured vehicle to pick her children up from
their school, which was a short drive away from her home.31
Mr. Abdulkhalek used the insured vehicle pursuant to Karen’s
request but deviated from the route to the children’s school and
went to a gas station.32 On the return trip from the gas station,
Mr. Abdulkhalek was involved in an accident that injured David
and Claudia Payne.33 The Paynes subsequently filed a declaratory judgment action seeking to determine whether the Dwyers’
insurance policy extended coverage to Mr. Abdulkhalek as a
second permittee.34
The circuit court granted Erie Insurance Exchange, the Dwyers’
insurer, motion for summary judgment.35 The Paynes appealed.36 On appeal, Erie argued that coverage did not extend
to Mr. Abdulkhalek because Karen was not in the vehicle at
the time of the accident.37 Erie also argued that, even if Mr.
Abdulkhalek could be covered absent Karen’s presence in the
vehicle, Mr. Abdulkhalek was not afforded coverage because
he was not driving the vehicle for any purpose of Karen’s at
the time of the accident.38
The Majority Decision
The four judges in the majority did not quite agree with Erie.
Examining Kornke, Federal Insurance Co., and Bond, they
noted that Erie’s argument essentially sought to substitute an
“and” for “or” in the test described in those cases, as Erie argued
both tests must be met in order for Mr. Abdulkhalek to be afforded coverage.39 The majority was persuaded that those cases
establish a disjunctive, as opposed to conjunctive, test. When
either (1) the first permittee is in the vehicle with the second
permittee; or (2) the second permittee is operating the vehicle
for some purpose of the first permittee, the second permittee
(continued on Page 17)
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is covered under an omnibus clause, even if the named insured
forbids other individuals from using the insured vehicle.40
The Court then turned to the facts of the case. Importantly, it
noted initially that the way in which Karen requested that Mr.
Abdulkhalek use the vehicle was within the scope of use the
Dwyers granted to Karen.41 However, (1) Karen was not in
the vehicle with Mr. Abdulkhalek; and (2) at the time of the
accident, Mr. Abdulkhalek had deviated from the purpose for
which Karen had requested he use the vehicle.42 “In [Karen’s]
absence,” the Court noted, “[Mr. Abdulkhalek] was covered
only to the extent that he drove for her benefit.”43 Because
there was no suggestion that Mr. Abdulkhalek’s trip to the gas
station was for Karen’s benefit, neither test was satisfied.44
Consequently, the Court concluded that Mr. Abdulkhalek was
not afforded coverage by the omnibus clause.45
The Concurrence
Three judges concurred in the judgment only. Analyzing the
same three cases as the majority, as well as several others from
the Court of Special Appeals, they came to the conclusion that
a second permittee is covered under an omnibus clause “only
if, at the time of the accident: (1) the first permittee is in the
vehicle; (2) the second permittee is using the vehicle for some
purpose or benefit of the first permittee; and (3) the use of
the vehicle is within the scope of permission for use that the
named insured granted.”46 The concurring judges stated that
they were aware of “no case in which a Maryland appellate
court has extended coverage under an omnibus clause . . . to
a second permittee where the second permittee was expressly
prohibited by the named insured from driving the vehicle and
the first permittee was not in the vehicle at the time of the
accident.”47 Indeed, in every case in which coverage was found
to extend to a second permittee, it has been true that the first
permittee was in the vehicle as well.48 Because the test had
consistently been applied as being conjunctive, the concurrence
was not persuaded that the use of the word “or” in the Kornke
test was dispositive.49
The concurrence also worried that the majority’s logic could
raise complex issues in the future, as “third, fourth, and even
fifth permittees” could theoretically be covered by an omnibus clause under “the assertion that the permittees were using
vehicles for the benefit or purpose of the first permittee.”50
The concurrence argued that requiring the first permittee to
be in the vehicle would prevent a descent down such a “slippery slope.”51 Nevertheless, the concurrence agreed with the
majority’s ultimate holding, as Karen was not in the vehicle at
the time of the accident.52
Three Important Lessons
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One may take three important lessons from Payne. First, the
majority is probably more accurate in its construction of Maryland precedent relating to second permittees. The concurrence
is certainly correct to state that, in every case in which coverage
has been extended to a second permittee, the first permittee has
been in the vehicle. The facts in previous cases, however, do
not offer much support in resolving this issue. In the cases in
which coverage has been extended to second permittees, such
as Kornke and Federal Insurance Co., the second permittee
has been serving the purposes of the first permittee and the first
permittee was present in the vehicle (satisfying both tests). In
the cases in which coverage has not been extended, such as
Bond, the second permittee was not serving the purpose of the
first permittee and the first permittee was not in the vehicle
(satisfying neither test). Payne is the first case in which the
first permittee was not in the vehicle, but the second permittee
was arguably serving the purpose of the first permittee. To this
extent, Payne was somewhat of an issue of first impression.
On the other hand, the consistent use of the word “or” when
describing the test lends itself to the plain language construction
of a disjunctive test. Moreover, Bond specifically referred to
“two variations from the general rule denying coverage to the
second permittee,” implying that separate scenarios existed
in which coverage could be extended to a second permittee.53
Although the concurrence’s position is entirely reasonable,
in light of this history, the majority appears to have the better
argument.
Second, regardless of this scholarly debate, the majority
opinion clearly establishes how courts should approach the
resolution of coverage issues in second permittee cases. The
initial inquiry in any such case should be whether the second
permittee is using the vehicle within the scope of use that the
named insured granted to the first permittee. In both Kornke
and Payne, the respective Courts began their analyses with this
extremely important issue. Without establishing this groundwork, other concerns fall to the wayside, as any unpermitted
use is not covered by the omnibus clause. If the use is within
the scope authorized by the named insured, courts may then
proceed to examine both tests for coverage. Despite the close
decision, it is now pellucid that a second permittee is covered
by an omnibus clause if either the first permittee is in the
vehicle or if the second permittee is operating the vehicle for
the purpose of the first permittee. The Court also implicitly
reaffirmed that this test applies even when the named insured
forbids individuals other than the first permittee from driving
the insured vehicle. Indeed, this is so even when the named
insured forbids the specific second permittee at issue from
(continued on Page 18)
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driving the vehicle.
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Third, the concurrence makes an astute point regarding a potential subsequent (i.e., third, fourth, and fifth) permittee problem.
The majority responded to the concurrence by noting that the
important question is whether the subsequent permittee is acting
for the benefit of the first permittee. The Court explained:
[I]n order to have coverage under the omnibus clause, each
such driver would have to be operating the vehicle for the
benefit of the first permittee—the individual whose “use”
of the vehicle was authorized by the named insured. Each
such driver would thus be another second permittee—just
as there may be multiple individuals who could drive the
vehicle at the direction of the first permittee with the first
permittee in the car. In both cases, the driver is a second
permittee covered by the omnibus clause.54
One certainly cannot dispute that the majority is correct in essentials. Any party acting for the benefit of the first permittee
could undoubtedly be considered a second permittee.
Nonetheless, one cannot ignore that the majority’s logic opens
the door to potentially complex factual scenarios. If the concurrence’s test were followed, it would be certain that the first
permittee would be aware of the use of the vehicle by a person
other than the original second permittee, as the first permittee
would be required to be physically present in the vehicle. Under
the majority’s test, however, a first permittee could delegate
a task to a second permittee, and the second permittee could
theoretically seek the assistance of another person, entirely
unknown to the first permittee, in accomplishing the delegated
task. The “third permittee” could even enlist the help of additional individuals, creating a chain of additional permittees
becoming ever more attenuated from the first permittee. The
issue then would be whether each successive permittee was
serving the first permittee’s purpose. Although the majority’s
logic would test whether each additional permittee is essentially
a second permittee, future coverage disputes could require
courts to untangle an extensive web of interpersonal agreements
completely unknown to the named insured and the first permittee. Such disputes could, however, open up additional avenues
of recovery for parties injured in automobile accidents.
Endnotes
1
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Remands...

Impact...

(continued from page7)

(continued from page 8)

function pending the remand.” “‘This type of remand is thus
‘nothing more than a brief delay in the ongoing review’ of the
agency decision,” and “there is a strong potential, bordering on
certainty, that the issue at hand … will be back for determination by the circuit court.”25
24

Practitioners should take note. When a remand order is entered by
a Circuit Court before conducting judicial review, the general rule
is that the Circuit Court’s review has not concluded, and therefore
an appeal from the remand order is premature.
We will have to wait to see whether the clear line that the Court
attempted to draw in Milburn stays clear. The Court itself, in a
footnote, noted an exception to the rule it just created, stating
that “[a] remand prior to judicial review based on a statute that
requires remand and termination of the circuit court proceedings in specific circumstances is a final judgment.”26 Therefore,
to fully analyze whether a remand order to an administrative
agency is final, one must carefully examine the statutory
scheme to determine whether the case is akin to Milburn, or
whether there is a statutory basis to determine that a pre-judicial
review remand is a final and appealable order.
4830-3961-3219, v. 1
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1412639 (Md. 2014), at 1.
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Id. The other two attributes are, “unless the court acts pursuant to Maryland Rule 2-602(b) to direct the entry of a final judgment as to less than all
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adjudication of all claims against all parties” and the order “must be set
forth and recorded in accordance with Rule 2-601.” Id. (citations omitted).
17
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as an expert, to testify about the location of cell phone towers
through which the defendants’ cell phone calls were routed;
Roy v. Dackman, 219 Md.App. 452 (2014), in which the Court
of Special Appeals held that the trial court properly excluded
the proffered testimony of the plaintiffs’ pediatrician because
he was not qualified as an expert to testify that their injuries
resulted from lead paint exposure; and Donati v. State, 215
Md.App. 686 (2014), which held that the trial court did not
abuse its discretion in accepting a Montgomery County police
detective as an expert in digitial forensic examinations even
though he did not have post-graduate degrees in computer science and had not testified previously as an expert.
The program’s third speaker, Bruce Marcus of MarcusBonsib,
LLC, discussed a case decided by the Court of Appeals which
was pending before the U.S. Supreme Court on a certiorari
petition as of the time this article was written. The petitioner
in Kulbicki v. State, 440 Md. 33 (2014), was convicted in 1995
of first-degree murder based, in part, on the testimony of an
FBI agent who relied on a Comparative Bullet Lead Analysis
to link a bullet found in the victim to a bullet fragment found in
Kulbicki’s truck and a bullet recovered from a handgun found
in Kulbicki’s home. On post-conviction review, the Court of
Appeals held that Kulbicki was entitled to a new trial because
his attorneys rendered ineffective assistance of counsel by failing to cross-examine the State’s expert about flaws underlying
the science which formed the basis of his opinion when those
flaws were discoverable through a report that the expert coauthored four years prior to trial. After prevailing in the Court
of Appeals, Kulbicki tried to duck Supreme Court review by
waiving his right to respond to the State’s cert. petition, but the
Supreme Court declined the waiver and requested a response,
which is due by May 6, 2015.
Mr. Marcus also discussed Attorney Grievance Comm’n v.
Frost, 437 Md. 235 (2014), which held that an attorney’s
knowingly false statements concerning the integrity and qualifications of several judges and public legal officers were not
entitled to protection under the First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution and constituted a violation of Rule 8.2(a) of the
Maryland Rules of Professional Conduct. Mr. Marcus mentioned Judge McDonald’s concurring and dissenting opinion,
which expressed discomfort with disbarring the attorney based
on a “limited record for what appears to be largely an expression
of opinion, misguided though that opinion may be.”
Each of the speakers was phenomenal and had a lot more to
say than what I’ve covered here, but you get what you pay for.
This program was a lot of fun and a pleasure for the Litigation
Section and Appellate Practice Committee to present.
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The Litigation Section’s Co-Sponsored Event
– TROs and Injunctions in Federal and State
Court – A Great Success
By Meagan Cooper, Esq.
On Monday, May 18th, the Litigation Section co-sponsored
an event with the Labor & Employment and Young Lawyers
Sections at the Columbia Sheraton. The hard work of the
Program Committee, which included the Honorable Michael DiPietro, Jonathan Kagan, Jeffrey Bowman, Michael
Steadman, and Meagan Cooper, paid off as the event was
well-attended, well-planned, and informative. The program,
Temporary Restraining Orders and Injunctions in Federal
and State Court: Practice Tips and Pitfalls to Avoid, had
an experienced and diverse panel: the Honorable Benson
Everett Legg, retired District Judge in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Maryland, the Honorable Michael
D. Mason, Associate Judge in the Circuit Court for Montgomery County, Timothy F. Maloney, principal at Joseph
Greenwald & Laake, P.A., and Matthew J. Fader, Deputy
Chief in the Civil Litigation Division of the Maryland Attorney General’s Office.

The 85 guests in attendance first enjoyed a social reception
hour, followed by a two hour panel discussion that was
mediated by Judge DiPietro. Judge DiPietro’s thoughtful questions made for meaningful discussions among
the panel. Not only did the panel speak about the legal
requirements for drafting, filing, and defending motions
for TROs and injunctions, but they also discussed practical
considerations and provided useful advice for successfully
prosecuting and defending those motions in the various local jurisdictions. The program concluded with questions
from both the mediator and attendees, when the panelists
discussed one of the most common situations calling for
TROs and injunctions: non-compete agreements.
For those who were unable to attend the event, the extensive outline developed by the Program Committee will be
available on the MSBA website.

